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I Borboni di Napoli al cospetto di due secoli – Vol. I 2012-02-27

i borboni di napoli forse mai nella storia una dinastia è stata oggetto di una simile campagna di
discredito a partire dal re lazzarone per arrivare al re bomba e finire al re lasagna il giudizio dei
posteri si è ormai uniformato a un immagine prevalentemente negativa dei sovrani delle due sicilie ma non
tutti sono sempre stati dello stesso parere fra questi giuseppe buttà cappellano militare nella campagna
contro garibaldi reinventatosi storico e pubblicista fra i più accesi filoborbonici del xix secolo in
questo primo volume il sacerdote siciliano ricostruisce le vicende del regno di carlo iii e ferdinando iv
periodo cruciale segnato dalla repubblica napoletana il sanfedismo l epopea di gioacchino murat e i moti
del 1821

Catalogue of the Dante Collection Presented by Willard Fiske: Works on
Dante (H-Z). Supplement. Indexes. Appendix 1898

the way in which a society expresses grief can reveal how it views both intense emotions and public order
in thirteenth century italian communes a conscious effort to change appropriate public reaction to death
threw into sharp relief connections among urban politics gender expectations and understandings of
emotionality in passion and order carol lansing explores a dramatic change in thinking and practice about
emotional restraint this shift was driven by politics and understood in terms of gender thirteenth
century court cases reveal that male elites were accustomed to mourning loudly and demonstratively at
funerals as many as a hundred men might gather in a town s streets and squares to weep and cry out even
tear at their beards and clothing yet these elites enacted laws against such emotional display and
proceeded to pay the fines levied against themselves for violating their own legislation political
theorists used gender norms to urge men to restrain their passions histrionic grieving like lust was now
considered womanish lawmakers drew on a complex of gendered ideas about grief and public order to
characterize governance in ways that linked the self and the state they articulated their beliefs in
terms of rules of decorum how men and women need to behave in order to live together in society lansing
demonstrates this change through a rich combination of sources archival records from orvieto bologna and
perugia political treatises literary works notably petrarch s letters and representations of grief in
painting and sculpture

Passion and Order 2008

humor and evil proposes a new approach to invective and comic poetry in italy during the thirteenth and
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fourteenth centuries and opens the way for an innovative understanding of dante s masterpiece the middle
ages in italy offer a wealth of vernacular poetic invectives polemical verses aimed at blaming specific
wrongdoings of an individual group city or institution that are both understudied and rarely juxtaposed
modern criticism has generally viewed these poems as disengaged from concrete issues and as a marginal
form of recreation with little ethical value also no study has yet provided a scholarly examination of
the connection between this medieval invective tradition and its elements of humor derision and
reprehension in dante s comedy this book argues that these comic texts are rooted in and actively engaged
with the social political and religious conflicts of their time political invective has a dynamic ethical
orientation that is mediated by a humor that disarms excessive hostility against its individual targets
providing an opening for dialogue while exploring medieval comic poems by rustico filippi from florence
cecco angiolieri from siena and folgore da san gimignano this study unveils new biographical data about
these poets retrieved from italian state archives most of these data are published here in english for
the very first time and ultimately shows what the medieval invective tradition can add to our
understanding of dante s comedy

Dante's Comedy and the Ethics of Invective in Medieval Italy
2019-11-18

archetypal images carl jung believed when elaborated in tales and ceremonies shape culture s imagination
and behavior unfortunately such cultural images can become stale and lose their power over the mind but
an artist or mystic can refresh and revive a culture s imagination by exploring his personal dream images
and connecting them to the past dante alighieri presents his divine comedy as a dream vision carefully
establishing the date at which it came to him good friday 1300 and maintaining the perspective of that
time and place throughout the work upon unfolding history modern readers will therefore welcome a jungian
psychoanalytical approach which can trace both instinctual and spiritual impulses in the human psyche
some of dante s innovations admission of virtuous pagans to limbo and individualized scenes meeting
personal friends in the afterlife more likely spring from unconscious inspiration than conscious didactic
intent for modern readers a focus on dante s personal dream journey may offer the best way into his poem

Dante’s Dream 2021-07-05

traces the development of the sonnet from its invention in the early italian renaissance to the time of
john milton showing how the form has developed and acquired the capacity to express lyrically the nature
of the desiring self
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The Development of the Sonnet 2003-09-02

tracing the interwoven traditions of modern welfare states in europe over five centuries thomas mcstay
adams explores social welfare from portugal france and italy to britain belgium and germany he shows that
the provision of assistance to those in need has faced recognizably similar challenges from the 16th
century through to the present how to allocate aid equitably and with dignity how to give support without
undermining autonomy and motivation and how to balance private and public spheres of action and
responsibility across two authoritative volumes adams reveals how social welfare administrators critics
and improvers have engaged in a constant exchange of models and experience locally and across europe the
narrative begins with the founding of the casa da misericordia of lisbon in 1498 a model replicated
throughout portugal and its empire and ends with the relaunch of a social agenda for the european union
at the meeting of the council of europe in lisbon in 2000 volume 1 which focuses on the period from 1500
to 1700 discusses the concepts of welfare and tradition it looks at how 16th century humanists joined
with merchants and lawyers to renew traditional charity in distinctly modern forms and how the discipline
of religious reform affected the exercise of political authority and the promotion of economic
productivity volume 2 examines 18th century bienfaisance which secularized a christian humanist notion of
beneficence producing new and sharply contested assertions of social citizenship it goes on to consider
how national struggles to establish comprehensive welfare states since the second half of the 19th
century built on the power of the vote as politicians pushed by activists and advised by experts appealed
to a growing class of industrial workers lastly it looks at how 20th century welfare states addressed
aspirations for social citizenship while the institutional framework for european economic cooperation
came to fruition

Europe’s Welfare Traditions Since 1500, Volume 1 2023-01-26

susan rutherford explores verdi s operas in the context of women s social cultural and political history
in 19th century italy

Verdi, Opera, Women 2013-11-07

the history of italian opera marks the first time a team of expert scholars has worked together to
investigate the italian operatic tradition in its entirety rather than limiting its focus to individual
eras or major composers and their masterworks including both musicologists and historians of other arts
the contributors approach opera not only as a distinctive musical genre but also as a form of extravagant
theater and a complex social phenomenon resulting in the sort of panoramic view critical to a deep and
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fruitful understanding of the art opera on stage the second book of this multi volume work to be
published in english in an expanded and updated version focuses on staging and viewing italian opera from
the court spectacles of the late sixteenth century to modern day commercial productions mercedes viale
ferrero describes the history of theater and stage design detailing the evolution of the art well into
the twentieth century gerardo guccini does the same for stage and opera direction and the development of
the director s role as an autonomous creative force kathleen kuzmick hansell discusses the
interrelationships between theatrical ballet and italian opera from the age of venetian opera to the
early twentieth century the visual emphasis of all three contributions is supplemented by over one
hundred illustrations and because much of this material on the more spectacular visual aspects of italian
opera has never before appeared in english opera on stage will be welcomed by scholars and opera
enthusiasts alike

Opera on Stage 2002-07

power in the village explores the formation of late nineteenth century italian rural society in southern
brazil through an examination of how italian peasants in northern italy and southern brazil solved issues
related to family honor looking specifically at social networks and justice practices to examine the kind
of rationality that ruled individual and family behaviors the book offers an understanding of the
restoration of social balance in these communities and explores the culture of immigrants particularly in
issues related to honor and morality taking as a case study the ambush and murder of a parish priest
antonio sorio in january 1900 in silveira martins a small town of italian immigrants vendrame offers a
reinterpretation of the society of italian immigrants in southern brazil she argues that rather than
being an idyllic picture of a homogeneous and harmonious society the colonial settlements were places
pervaded by tension solidarity and self interest which guided individual and collective behavior this
book will be of great interest to scholars working in italian history brazilian history immigration
history and the history of colonialism it will also be of interest to scholars working on ethnographic
and religious history as well as to social anthropologists

Power in the Village 2020-05-12

this encyclopedia gathers together the most recent scholarship on medieval italy while offering a
sweeping view of all aspects of life in italy during the middle ages this two volume illustrated a z
reference is a cross disciplinary resource for information on literature history the arts science
philosophy and religion in italy between a d 450 and 1375 for more information including the introduction
a full list of entries and contributors a generous selection of sample pages and more visit the medieval
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italy an encyclopedia website

Medieval Italy 2004-08-02

sintesi assiomatica delle leggi fisiche e convenzioni simboliche argomentate per pagina parte seconda

STORIOGRAFIA SCIENTIFICA VOLUME VI (Italiano/inglese) parte II
2014-03-13

first published in 2006 key figures in medieval europe brings together in one volume the most important
people who lived in medieval europe between 500 and 1500 gathered from the biographical entries from the
series routledge encyclopedias of the middle ages these a z biographical entries discuss the lives of
over 575 individuals who have had a historical impact in such areas as politics religion and the arts it
includes individuals from places such as medieval england france germany iberia italy and scandinavia as
well as those from the jewish and islamic worlds in one convenient volume students scholars and
interested readers will find the biographies of the people whose actions beliefs creations and writings
shaped the middle ages one of the most fascinating periods of world history

Routledge Revivals: Key Figures in Medieval Europe (2006) 2017-07-05

in the first section the author reviews roman life in the late 18th and 19th centuries paying
considerable attention to how puccini s own prejudices shaped his story and how sardou the french
playwright reinterpreted the historical realities that the opera treats in the second section she looks
at how rome circa 1800 was viewed through the eyes of a painter a singer and a policeman the occupations
of the opera s three main characters the third section gives a scene by scene analysis of the opera an
appendix shows the parallels and discrepancies between the play and the opera

Tosca's Rome 1999

once europe s supreme maritime power spain by the mid eighteenth century was facing fierce competition
from england and france england in particular had successfully mustered the financial resources necessary
to confront its atlantic rivals by mobilizing both aristocracy and merchant bourgeoisie in support of its
imperial ambitions spain meanwhile remained overly dependent on the profits of its new world silver mines
to finance both metropolitan and colonial imperatives and england s naval superiority constantly
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threatened the vital flow of specie when charles iii ascended the spanish throne in 1759 then after a
quarter century as ruler of the kingdom of the two sicilies spain and its colonial empire were seriously
imperiled two hundred years of hapsburg rule followed by a half century of ineffectual bourbon reforms
had done little to modernize spain s increasingly antiquated political social economic and intellectual
institutions charles iii recognizing the pressing need to renovate these institutions set his italian
staff notably the marqués de esquilache who became secretary of the consejo de hacienda the exchequer to
this formidable task in apogee of empire stanley j stein and barbara h stein trace the attempt initially
under esquilache s direction to reform the spanish establishment and later to modify and modernize the
relationship between the metropole and its colonies within spain charles and his architects of reform had
to be mindful of determining what adjustments could be made that would help spain confront its enemies
without also radically altering the hapsburg inheritance as described in impressive detail by the authors
the bitter seven year conflict that ensued between reformers and traditionalists ended in a coup in 1766
that forced charles to send esquilache back to italy after this setback at home charles still hoped to
effect constructive change in spain s imperial system primarily through the incremental implementation of
a policy of comercio libre free trade these reforms made half heartedly at best failed as well and by
1789 spain would find itself ill prepared for the coming decades of upheaval in europe and america an in
depth study of incremental response by an old imperial order to challenges at home and abroad apogee of
empire is also a sweeping account of the personalities places and policies that helped to shape the
modern atlantic world

Apogee of Empire 2004-12-01

the companion to venetian history 1400 1797 provides a single volume overview of the most recent
developments it is organized thematically and covers a range of topics including political culture
economy religion gender art literature music and the environment each chapter provides a broad but
comprehensive historical and historiographical overview of the current state and future directions of
research

A Companion to Venetian History, 1400-1797 2013-07-11

francois nouvion is well known collector and author of operatic subjects he was born in zurich and is a
us citizen he studied at the swiss federal institute of technology in zurich and at stanford university
in palo alto he worked mostly in the semiconductor testing equipment fi eld and sold us equipment from
russia to tokyo early on he became very interested in opera and developed his knowledge in singing from
the reissues by guy dumazert he currently maintains a comprehensive website on tenors historicaltenors
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com and a youtube channel on historical tenors although his interest on irish french tenor john o
sullivan dates from his early days he fi nally started researching the tenor s career in the early 90s
after meeting o sullivan s children jacques colette and raymonde after much work contacting the different
libraries all over the world with the paris and marseilles libraries being the most diffi cult to work
with he fi nally started writing the o sullivan biography in 2007 it is now published he only regrets
that jacques o sullivan the tenor s son did not live to witness the publication

Asile Hereditaire 2012-10-18

this landmark volume combines classic and revisionist essays to explore the historiography of sardinia s
exceptional transition from an island of the byzantine empire to the rise of its own autonomous rulers
the iudikes by the 1000s in addition to sardinia s contacts with the byzantines muslim north africa and
spain lombard italy genoa pisa and the papacy recent and older evidence is analysed through latin greek
and arabic sources vernacular charters and cartularies the testimony of coinage seals onomastics and
epigraphy as well as the sardinia s early medieval churches arts architecture and archaeology the result
is an important new critique of state formation at the margins of byzantium islam and the latin west with
the creation of lasting cultural political and linguistic frontiers in the western mediterranean
contributors are hervin fernández aceves luciano gallinari rossana martorelli attilio mastino alex
metcalfe marco muresu michele orrù andrea pala giulio paulis giovanni strinna alberto virdis maurizio
virdis and corrado zedda

The Making of Medieval Sardinia 2021-08-16

this is the only scholarly work in the english language on the city of rome in the age of the
enlightenment and the only book in any language to treat this fascinating city in all its multifarious
aspects professor gross combines extensive archival research with the latest findings of other scholars
to produce a uniquely rounded portrait of the papal capital elegantly illustrated with contemporary
engravings by piranesi and others the book is divided into two sections in the first of which professor
gross discusses the material and institutional structures of the city including its demography economy
food supply and judicial systems the second section considers aspects of intellectual cultural and
artistic life professor gross contends not only that ancien regime rome witnessed a decline in counter
reformation fervour but that this decay resulted in a marked dissonance in the political social and
cultural life of the city
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Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, Volume 68, No. 417, July, 1850
2021-03-16

originally published in 1985 frederic c lane and reinhold c mueller in the first volume of money and
banking in medieval and renaissance venice discuss venice s economic achievement in terms of the complex
system the city s inhabitants developed to manage moneys of account and coins money merchants of venice
developed a system whereby a premium attached to moneys of account acted as a stabilizing force and
allowed merchants to engage in long term trade this system according to the authors helped establish
venice as a dominant city state in international trade and exchange this book outlines the development
and success of this system through 1508 at the time it was first published this book made a significant
contribution to the history of money and economics by underscoring the large role that venice played in
the economic history of the west and the ascendance of capitalism as a structuring force of society

Rome in the Age of Enlightenment 2004-04-22

italian ballet in the eighteenth century was dominated by dancers trained in the style known as grotesque
a virtuoso style that combined french ballet technique with a vigorous athleticism that made italian
dancers in demand all over europe gennaro magri s trattato teorico prattico di ballo the only work from
the eighteenth century that explains the practices of midcentury italian theatrical dancing is a starting
point for investigating this influential type of ballet and its connections to the operatic and
theatrical genres of its day the grotesque dancer on the eighteenth century stage examines the theatrical
world of the ballerino grottesco magri s own career as a dancer in italy and vienna the genre of
pantomime ballet as it was practiced by magri and his colleagues across europe the relationships between
dance and pantomime in this type of work the music used to accompany pantomime ballets and the movement
vocabulary of the grotesque dancer appendices contain scenarios from eighteenth century pantomime ballets
including several of magri s own devising an index to the step vocabulary discussed in magri s book and
an index of dancers in italy known to have performed as grotteschi illustrations music examples and dance
notations also supplement the text

Money and Banking in Medieval and Renaissance Venice 2020-03-24

this book includes most of the contributions presented at a conference on univ sities and science in the
early modern period held in 1999 in valencia spain the conference was part of the five centuries of the
life of the university of valencia cinc segles celebrations and from the outset we had the generous
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support of the patronato foundation overseeing the events in recent decades as a result of a renewed
attention to the institutional political social and cultural context of scienti c activity we have
witnessed a reappraisal of the role of the universities in the construction and development of early
modern science in essence the following conclusions have been reached 1 the attitudes regarding scienti c
progress or novelty differed from country to country and follow
differenttrajectoriesinthecourseoftheearlymodernperiod 2 institutionsofhigher learning were the main
centers of education for most scientists 3 although the universities were sometimes slow to assimilate
new scienti c knowledge when they
didsoithelpednotonlytoremovethesuspicionthatthenewsciencewasintellectually
subversivebutalsotomakesciencearespectableandevenprestigiousactivity 4 the universities gave the scienti
c movement considerable material support in the form of research facilities such as anatomical theaters
botanical gardens and expensive instruments 5 the universities provided professional employment and a
means of support to many scientists and 6 although the relations among the universities and the academies
or scienti c societies were sometimes antagonistic the two types of
institutionsoftenworkedtogetherinharmony performingcomplementaryratherthan competing functions moreover
individuals moved from one institution to another as did knowledge methods and scienti c practices

The Grotesque Dancer on the Eighteenth-century Stage 2005

italy s residents are a migratory people since 1800 well over 27 million left home but over half also
returned home again as cosmopolitans exiles and workers of the world they transformed their homeland and
many of the countries where they worked or settled abroad but did they form a diaspora migrants
maintained firm ties to native villages cities and families few felt much loyalty to a larger nation of
italians rather than form a nation unbound the transnational lives of italy s migrants kept alive
international regional cultures that challenged the hegemony of national states around the world this
ambitious and theoretically innovative overview examines the social cultural and economic integration of
italian migrants it explores their complex yet distinctive identity and their relationship with their
homeland taking a comprehensive approach

Universities and Science in the Early Modern Period 2006-01-09

following the tradition and style of the acclaimed index islamicus the editors have created this new
bibliography of art and architecture in the islamic world the editors have surveyed and annotated a wide
range of books and articles from collected volumes and journals published in all european languages
except turkish between 1906 and 2011 this comprehensive bibliography is an indispensable tool for
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everyone involved in the study of material culture in muslim societies

Italy's Many Diasporas 2013-10-18

a stimulating and provocative collection these essays challenge received notions about the culture and
history of medieval russia and offer fresh approaches to problems of textual interpretation the theory of
the medieval text and the analysis of alternative nonverbal texts the contributors international
specialists from many disciplines investigate issues ranging over history cultural anthropology art
history and ritual they have produced a worthy companion to the first volume of medieval russian culture
published in 1984 this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university
of california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach and
impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship
accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was originally published in 1990

Bibliography of Art and Architecture in the Islamic World (2 Vol. Set)
2012

this book presents the second volume of piola s original italian text together with the english language
translation and comments showing convincingly that gabrio piola s work must still be regarded as a modern
theory gabrio piola s work has had an enormous impact on the development of applied mathematics and
continuum mechanics as such a committee of scientific experts took it upon themselves to translate his
complete works in a second step they commented on piola s work and compared it to modern theories in
mechanics in order to stress piola s impact on modern science and prove and confirm that he achieved
significant milestones in applied mathematics

Medieval Russian Culture, Volume II 2022-05-13

this study of kingship and the court in fourteenth century italy connects the style of rule of robert of
naples to the changing issues of the fourteenth century and charts its legacy among other late medieval
rulers and renaissance commentators
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The Skeptics of the Italian Renaissance 1898

the scientific debate on longevity and its determinants is lively and involves researchers from different
some people live longer than others is not an easy task variables that are shown to be significant for
longer survival in certain populations are not always relevant to individuals of other populations
recently researchers have identified in sardinia the blue zone bz thus denominated due to the significant
number of cases of centenarians recorded as well as a low sex ratio value a village located in this area
was selected for the carrying out of a more detailed analysis at individual level and socio demographic
determinants of longevity were examined a family reconstructed database was created using a multi source
approach historical data was therefore used to study today s population establishing a unique bridge
between historical demography and the current level of longevity the study focused on survival of
newborns in the selected village during a period of 50 years from 1866 to 1915 and also took into
consideration information on related family members each individual included in the database was followed
from birth to death as he she went through marriage and family formation complete survival of all
newborns was observed until the present based on careful review of the existing literature the empirical
model considered factors such as sex differential the contribution of familial transmission both in terms
of genes biological and shared environment and the role played by environment operationalised considering
early life conditions concepts were organized into a life course approach for survival analysis the
analysis of the data enabled to the estimation of mortality trajectories which in turn confirmed the
exceptional longevity of the population understudy and in particular of males the investigation of
differential survival among members of the same community brought to light the relevance of certain
familial variables on survival which are not exclusively genetic the results achieved open the way to
further studies

Catalogue of Ancient and Modern Books 1852

an examination of the female opera singer during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

Methods and Materials of Literary Criticism 1920

historians have long held that during the decades from the end of the habsburg valois wars in 1559 until
the outbreak in 1618 of the thirty years war spanish domination of italy was so complete that one can
refer to the period as a pax hispanica in this book based on extensive research in the papers of the
ambassadors who represented charles v and philip ii michael j levin instead reveals the true fragility of
spanish control and the ambiguous nature of its impact on italian political and cultural life while
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exploring the nature and weaknesses of spanish imperialism in the sixteenth century levin focuses on the
activities of spain s emissaries in rome and venice drawing us into a world of intrigue and occasional
violence as the spaniards attempted to manipulate the crosscurrents of italian and papal politics to
serve their own ends levin s often colorful account uncovers the vibrant world of late renaissance
diplomacy in which popes were forced to flee down secret staircases and ambassadors too often only
narrowly avoided assassination an important contribution to our understanding of the nature and limits of
the spanish imperial system agents of empire more broadly highlights the centrality of diplomatic history
to any consideration of the politics of empire

The Complete Works of Gabrio Piola: Volume II 2018-10-06

lists the scholarly publications including research and review journals books and monographs relating to
classical hellenistic biblical byzantine medieval and modern greece the 11 indexes include article title
and author books reviewed theses and dissertations books and authors journals names locations and
subjects the format continues that of the second volume all the information has been programmed onto the
disc in a high level language so that no other software is needed to read it and in versions for dos and
apple on each disc annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

The new Solomon [electronic resource] 2003-01-01

since its launch in 1987 the history of cartography series has garnered critical acclaim and sparked a
new generation of interdisciplinary scholarship cartography in the european enlightenment the highly
anticipated fourth volume offers a comprehensive overview of the cartographic practices of europeans
russians and the ottomans both at home and in overseas territories from 1650 to 1800 the social and
intellectual changes that swept enlightenment europe also transformed many of its mapmaking practices a
new emphasis on geometric principles gave rise to improved tools for measuring and mapping the world even
as large scale cartographic projects became possible under the aegis of powerful states yet older mapping
practices persisted enlightenment cartography encompassed a wide variety of processes for making
circulating and using maps of different types the volume s more than four hundred encyclopedic articles
explore the era s mapping covering topics both detailed such as geodetic surveying thematic mapping and
map collecting and broad such as women and cartography cartography and the economy and the art and design
of maps copious bibliographical references and nearly one thousand full color illustrations complement
the detailed entries
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Searching for Longevity Determinants: 2009

the paget toynbee lectures on dante have taken place in oxford since the mid 1990s named after the great
medieval scholar of the first half of the twentieth century they have been delivered by the major dante
experts of our time this volume gathers together twelve of the most significant lectures given by
internationally renowned scholars such as zygmunt baranski john barnes lino leonardi emilio pasquini
michelangelo picone jonathan usher and the late peter armour the topics range from key questions such as
dante ovid and the poetry of exile to ground breaking work on obscenity in the divine comedy

Catalogue of the Dante Collection Presented by Willard Fiske 1900

a revised and updated new edition of professor mundy s lively introduction to europe 1150 1300 it
provides a portrait of the social economic political and intellectual life of latin christendom in the
period wherever possible the men and women of the high middle ages are allowed to speak for themselves as
professor mundy makes wide use of contemporary sources xxx bringing alive the complexities and concerns
of people living in medieval times another strength of the book is the attention devoted to groups often
marginalised in other histories looking at the experience of women for instance and that of the jews in a
predominantly christian society

The Prima Donna and Opera, 1815-1930 2006-08-10

Relativism and contextualism 1993

Agents of Empire 2018-07-05

Synopsis 1999-02-19
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The History of Cartography, Volume 4 2020-05-15

Dante in Oxford 2017-07-05

Europe in the High Middle Ages 2014-06-11
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